
 

Combining words, phrases and clauses     

Sentences: Simple, compound, complex     

Subordinating conjunctions and subordinate clauses     

Relative clauses and relative pronouns 
who, which, where, when, whose, that 

    

What is a phrase?  What is a clause? How do you know?     

Noun and prepositional phrases (writing and recognising)     

Formal and Informal     

Standard English verb forms     

Formal (tier 2) and informal (speech like) words      

Formal and informal writing structures (all types)     

Standard English for verb inflections (we were, not we was)     

Verb forms, tense and consistency     

Simple tense: past and present     

Progressive tense: past and present     

Perfect tense     

Modal verbs (recognise and write)     

Tense consistency     

Passive and active: subject, verb, object, and how to convert     

The infinitive of any verb     

Punctuation     

Capital letters   C     

Full stops          .     

Question marks       ?     

Exclamation marks       !     

Commas in a list       ,       

Commas to clarify meaning     ,     

Commas after fronted   adverbials     

Speech punctuation including   “  “ ?! and , for split speech     

Apostrophes: contraction and possession (sing/plural)     

Parenthesis: Brackets, Pair of dashes, Single dash, commas     

Colon: list and between 2 MCs     

Semi-colons (between 2 independent clauses, and in a  list)     

hyphens     

Bullet points     

Word Class     

Nouns     

Adjectives     

Verbs      

Adverbs: time, place, manner, frequency, degree.     

Adverbials     

Conjunctions: 
Coordinating (FANBOYS)  subordinating (all types) 

    

Pronouns: 
Personal, relative, possessive 

    

Determiners: 
Quantifiers, articles, demonstratives, possessive, nos 

    

Words that can be more than one word class     

E,g: verbs and nouns or adjectives and verbs     

Vocabulary     

Synonyms     

Antonyms     

Prefixes: in-, un-, super-, anti-, auto-, in- dis-, mis-,  
il-, im-, re-, sub-, inter- 
de-, over- 

    

Suffixes:  
-ed, -ing, -er,  
-ation, -ly, -sion, -ion, -ian, -tion, -ssion, -sion, -cian.-
sure, -ture, -ous, -ate, -ise, -ify. 
-cial, -cious, -tious, -cial, -tial, -ance, -ancy, -ant,     
-ent, -ence, -ency, -ible, -able, -ibly, -ably 

    

Singular 
Plural:  regular: –s or –es and irregular (all types) 

    

Word families: (wide range) e.g. solve, solution, 
solver, dissolve, insoluble 

    

Functions of sentences and types     

Statement     

Questions     

commands     

exclamations     

Simple, compound, complex sentences     

Conversions between types     
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